How Does Water Wet a Surface?
The adsorption and reactions of water on surfaces has attracted great interest, as water is involved in many physical and chemical processes at interfaces. On metal surfaces, the adsorption energy of water is comparable to the hydrogen bond strength in water. Therefore, the delicate balance between the water-water and the water-metal interaction strength determines the stability of water structures. In such systems, kinetic effects play an important role and many metastable states can form with long lifetimes, such that the most stable state may not reached. This has led to difficulties in the theoretical prediction of water structures as well as to some controversial results. The direct imaging using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) in ultrahigh vacuum at low temperatures offers a reliable means of understanding the local structure and reaction of water molecules, in particular when interpreted in conjunction with density functional theory calculations. In this Account, a selection of recent STM results on the water adsorption and dissociation on close-packed metal surfaces is reviewed, with a particular focus on Ru(0001). The Ru(0001) surface is one where water adsorbs intact in a metastable state at low temperatures and where partially dissociated layers are formed at temperatures above ∼150 K. First, we will describe the structure of intact water clusters starting with the monomer up to the monolayer. We show that icelike wetting layers do not occur on close-packed metal surfaces but instead hydrogen bonded layers in the form of a mixture of pentagonal, hexagonal, and heptagonal molecular rings are observed. Second, we will discuss the dissociation mechanism of water on Ru(0001). We demonstrate that water adsorption changes from dissociative to molecular as a function of the oxygen preadsorbed on Ru. Finally, we briefly review recent STM experiments on bulk ice (Ih and Ic) and water adsorption on insulating thin films. We conclude with an outlook illustrating the manipulation capabilities of STM in respect to probe the proton and hydrogen dynamics in water clusters.